
Satanic Burial and Imposter Spirits Info

When a satanic burial has been done for a person, the 
physical body does not die, but the soul part of the person is put in
a casket and bound by the ritual. Then, the satanists put demons - 
false souls into the body. These demons then live the life for the 
real person. There can be a variety of demons put into the person 
which work under the main strongman. The real self is arrested at 
the age of the ritual but can be freed in Jesus' Name if the real 
(Christian) person wants to be free.

All The imposter spirits can then be separated from the real 
person, bound and cast out in Jesus' Name as God's timing allows.
The real person can grow and mature as the Holy Spirit teaches 
from within. As the demons are revealed to the person as 
imposters, the real person must then, as able, bind the demons 
and stop their working in the persons life. As it can be very easy to
not fight the demons but let them take over the person as before, 
the real person must fight the demons with spiritual warfare 
tactics learned and use the persons' will to be his/her real self to 
combat the work of the demons. As the Holy Spirit reveals the 
demonic structure with in the person, he/she should then use 
binding and loosing principles and warfare tactics adapted for 
them ( with the Holy Spirit guiding) to fit that particular situation.

Breaking a general curse is good but when a specific one is 
revealed, it also should then be broken in Jesus' Name.

Be very careful - many imposter spirits could be familiar 
spirits which we are forbidden to talk to in the Scriptures.

On page 35 of the Warfare Prayers booklet #4 by Pastor Win 
Worley there is a basic prayer for deliverence from falseness. 
These principles can be used to separate and cast out falseness 



demons from a true believer in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Imposter spirits can affect any or all parts of the soul - mind, 
will, and emotions, and even the body if they are strong enough. 
They can affect any real part of the person's soul, but in reality are
a false part of it working and the real part is arrested as the false 
part is working. The real part has to grow up to replace the part 
covered by the falseness spirit. 

It can work on all the soul or any part & functions of the soul:

a) Mind - thoughts, thinking patterns, memory, knowledge, 
intellect, and way of thinking, etc...

b) Will - decisions, wants, desires, passivity, not stand up for 
self, etc...

c) Emotions - feelings, moods, heart, love, temper, false fruit 
of Holy Spirit, etc...

d) Personality.
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